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On April 1, 2024, at approximately 14:38 hours on duty, bike patrol officer Valentin
received a disturbance call from 427 S Broadway Planet Fitness regarding a female

subject refusing to leave the premises. Upon arrival, S/O Valentin immediately
contacted the subject who was attempting to remove some of her clothing as she
remained topless. The subject proceeded to lie in front of the company and was

talking in a confused, unclear way. S/O Valentine remained calm, listened, gave space
to talk to the subject. The subject then proceeded to comply by gathering her clothes
and slipping into her clothes. The subject then proceeded to depart from the district.

On April 2nd, at approximately 17:30 hours on duty, bike patrol officer Valentin, while on patrol, observed heavy
LAPD & LAFD activity at 517 S Spring St. S/O Valentin immediately contacted LAFD Unit 209, who informed S/O
Valentin that they were responding to a fire alarm incident that transpired. S/O Valentin immediately assisted

with securing the area and directing pedestrian traffic. The LAPD & LAFD further investigated the fire alarm
incident and made contact with the on-duty security guard from the company. S/O Valentin proceeded to

contact the LAFD Captain to get more information regarding the alarm. The LAFD Captain stated that the fire
control panel read normal inside their fire control room and that there was no sign of smoke or fire inside the

complex. The captain further stated that they received a call from a tenant regarding a potential fire inside the
building. S/O Valentin relayed the information to the Historic BID, Captain Fregoso, and all pedestrian traffic

returned to normal operations.

On April 3rd at approximately 19:50 hours on duty, bike patrol Sergeant Jesus Garcia received a call from
557 S. Spring Street (Rede Chicks) regarding a customer that was slow breathing and requesting

medical assistance. Sergeant Garcia immediately attempted to communicate with the subject, a W/M
wearing a white shirt over black pants that appeared to have vomited, and he was unable to speak.

Sergeant Garcia further observed that the subject was slowed breathing and immediately proceeded to
call 9-1-1 paramedics for further assistance. Sergeant Garcia remained with the subject and had the 9-1-

1 operator on speakerphone until the paramedics arrived on the scene. The paramedic immediately
administered first aid and transported the subject to the nearby hospital for further analysis

On April 4th at approximately 19:00 hours on duty, bike patrol officer Valentin received a call via security
radio from the cleaning crew (Block by Block) regarding some illegal vendors on the corner of 7th and

Broadway disposing of trash on the sidewalk. Upon arrival, bike patrol officer Valentin immediately made
contact with multiple vendors that were selling fruit and other items. Officer Valentin explained to them
that it is imperative that they take the trash with them, and that illegal dumping on public and private
property is punishable by a fine. He further explains to the vendors that we had multiple Arson incidents
during the night where the homeless set campfires in multiple areas. The vendors were compliant and

proceeded to collect the trash and cardboard boxes from the sidewalk.
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 On April 10th, at approximately 1214 hours on duty bike patrol, Montoya received a call from the
property manager at 550 S Main regarding an M/H loitering and disposing of various clothing items
on the sidewalk. Bike patrol officer Montoya immediately responded to the call and made contact
with the subject who had multiple pieces of clothing on the entire sidewalk, blocking the sidewalk and
impeding pedestrian traffic. Officer Montoya instructed the subject to gather all the pieces of clothes
that were scattered on the sidewalk and further instructed the subject to depart from the area. The
subject was to clear the sidewalk, allowing pedestrian traffic to resume normal operations.

 On Monday 04/08/2024, at approximately 0635 hours, while S/O Ajaa was conducting a briefing with
S/O Montoya, when a (Block by Block) employee entered the briefing room and informed security

that a transient B/M 5’10, approximately 200 lbs, wearing a navy -blue jacket over, black pants took
an item (trash picker grabber) from their cleaning cart. He further stated that his coworker was

assaulted by the individual. Sergeant Ajaa immediately proceeded to call 9-1-1 and request the LAPD
to respond to the location for further help. At approximately 0645 hours, the LAPD arrived at the
scene and immediately contacted the suspect, instructing him to let go of the bike. The suspect

complied with LAPD demands and proceeded to let go of the bike as he further stated to LAPD that
security was harassing him. The LAPD assisted in escorting the suspect from the area. S/O Ajaa was

instructed by the Historic BID Captain to conduct an incident report regarding the incident that
transpired. 

On April 10, 2024, at approximately 21:00 hours on duty, bike patrol officer Garcia, while patrolling 5th
& Main Street observed a male subject lying on the floor that appeared to need medical assistance.
S/O Garcia immediately attempted to communicate with the subject, who appeared to have an

accidental overdose alert. The subject was unconscious and was slowly breathing. S/O Garcia
immediately proceeded to provide first aid (Chest Compressions) to temporarily pump enough blood
to the brain until paramedics arrived. Sergeant Garcia had the 9-1-1 operator on the speakerphone

and continued without interrupting the chest compression until the paramedics arrived on the scene.
The paramedic immediately administered first aid and transported the subject to the nearby

hospital for further analysis

On April 14th, at approximately 15:00 hours on duty on bike patrol, Valentin responded to a
disturbance call at the farmers market located on 5th and Spring Street. Upon arrival, officer Valentin

made contact with the subject, a H/M wearing a blue jacket that was causing a disturbance, and
physically pushing various customers. The subject appeared to be under the influence of a controlled

substance. Officer Valentin immediately instructed the subject to relocate and to refrain from
harming others. The subject appears to have a mental health problem and continues to misbehave
towards others. Sergeant Garcia addressed the subject in a firm manner and showed that he was

the person who was in control. The subject then proceeded to listen and complied by departing from
the area. There were no injuries to report. 
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